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Senate asks disabled recruitment
By Richard Cauley
Saying that the Law School bad been
" delinquent" in recruiting handicapped
and disabled students, the Law School
Student Senate Tuesday recommended
not only that such recruitment be stepped up but that barriers throughout the
Jaw school be eliminated in order " to
make the law school equally accessible" to such students.
The resolution, introduced by secondyear representative Julie Huriwitz,
noted that " many qualified disabled
students are dissuaded from applying
to the University of Michigan Law
School due to the lack of adequate accessibility to the facilities." It cites the
1968 Architectural Barriers Act which
requires, according to the resolution,
that " all public buildings which are
open to the public be made readily accessible to the physically handicapped."
After some discussion relating to the
tone of the wording of the resolution,
with some Senators , including
Secretary Dave Heller, saying that the
resolution should be toned down, or that
a subcommittee should be appointed to
talk to Admissions Director Stillwagon,
the resolution was approved 7-4, with
one abstention.
President ellmann also reported on
the progress of efforts to have a ramp
or incline built leading up to the
Lawyer's Club on the State Street side
and indicated that action on that front
would be forthcoming shortly.
In other action, Board of Governors
representative Gary Robb said that he

had found so much resistance to the
idea of noting academic achievement
on the Senior Day program, that he was
willing to " forget about it." He said;
however, that " there is a gr eat deal of
support for going to caps and gowns at
this point. " There was support among
other third-year members, however,
for having a referendum . YThis vote
will be held Tuesday, November 18.
Lee Tilson reported that the Public
Interest Law Conference will be held
this weekend. Thirty employers and
one hundred students are expected to
participate. He said that " people should
feel good that the conference happened
and that they spent 5-6 hours driving or
on a train and slept on a floor for a
couple of nights.
Tilson said that a few weeks ago the
administration was afraid that it would
have to cancel the conference, " but now
it's here."

Correction
In last week's RG, Doug Ellmann was
quoted as saying that Dean Sandalow
had informed him that Senate funds
from the Dean would be cut off if the
Tisch amendment passes. EHmann actually said that such funds would be " up
in the air." Such a stattment was made
the day before, however, by the Dean to
an RG reporter.

Life_ in the Big Firm
I Engstrom

Sexual harassment
in the classroom
By Cliff Douglas

. ..

,
.At vts~ tmg P rofesS?r Susan French s
dtscusston regardmg the sexual
hara s~m e n t of fema le s tudents by
professors, sponsored ?Y .the ~omen
Law Stude nts Assoc1at1o.n 1n the
Lawyers Club lounge last Fnday, three
things became evident:
Female students, gra~uate and undergraduate, a re sometrmes harassed
by professors. These students are often
cowed into inaction. ~f they ~o bring
such abuse to someone s attentiOn, they
o(ten refuse to divul.ge. the offender's
name for fear of retahallon.
Professor Fren~h ga.ve several
examples of w~ys m which students
have been ap~mted . I.t often starts .by
the professor s showmg unusual mLSSS Organizations : Purchase orders
are available for cashless purchases of
supplies at the University Cellar .

terest in the stucfenPs work ; he gives
her high marks and glowing comments.
He invites her to coffee to discuss
" politics" or " English liter a ture ."
Over coffee he turns the conversation
away from aca demia and to social and
then sexual topics.
When the student then refused further social intercourse, the professor
subsequently withdraws all interest in
her academic per formance , only to
award her a substanda rd grade at
term's end.
Or take this situa tion :
T he student goes to consult her
professor at his office. He's warm and
friendly and compliments her on her attire. He stares at her, more than a little.
He pulls his chair from around the desk
and sits by her. Surreptitiously, or
maybe even frankJy, he puts his hand
on her shoulder or holds her hand.
see page 8

RES GESTAE staff
Finally, the interviewers frontthe large firms answered the question we've
all been asking. And, no it was not : " W hy do they only hire people on Law
Review.?" Last week's PAD luncheon featured interviewers addressing the
issue: What life in a Big Firm is really like. Jerolad Zieselman and Michelle
Gesser from Proskauer, Rose, Goetz, etc. presented the New York faction,
while Paule Haerle of Thelin, Marrin, Johnson and Budges, represented SAn
Francisco.
The speakers were overwhelmingly in favor of large firm practice. Paule
Haerle sounded the only negative note when he cautioned that big firm prctice
in a big city may not be for everyone, especially those who prefer small towns
and a Jess pressured work environment. He recommened his " pappy's" advice
to his listeners: " Decide where you want to live and then look for the firm ."
Everyone agreed that the quality of training and var iety of experience
received by a young associate in a large firm could not be s urpassed. Zieselman
sa id, "A large firm is more equipped to give a young lawyer what he needs.
There are more areas, more cases, a nd more clients. Especia lly if you're not
sure wha t area you wa nt to spend the rest of your life in, the large firm has
more to offer you."
Both Ms. Gesser and Mr. Haerle agreed the quality of work achieved was
higher becausue of the time and resources available at large firms. Furthermore, Mr. Haerle believed " there is somethi~ intangible in the quality or the
work you' re doing. Many people feel they're involved in something more important, be it socially, politically, or simply dollars at risk.'' Mr. Haerle also admitted that he could be accused of snabbery.
One last drawback must be considered if you are contemplating big firm
practice. Big firms usually mean big cities which always means big prices. At
one point, the conversation to Lawyer 's Club food and the disproportionally
high price ($3.00 for lunch) . Ms. Gessler quickly defended the price a s being
reasonable, saying " In New York, even a yogurt costs almost $3.00."
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Law in
the Raw
Complied by Matthew Kiefer

A ll the way to the Bank
Noted Buffalo Creek lawyer Gerald Stern has pierced another corporate veil. Along with three other
a ttorneys, Stern was able to reach the parent company of U!e Scotia Coal Company in a lawsuit
brought by the widows of 15 miners killed in a mine
explosion in Oven Fork, Kentucky. FolJowing the
ruling that the parent company, Blue Diamond Coal
Company, could be held liable, the company settled
for $5.9 million-the largest per person settlement
ever obtained from a coal company. The lawyers'
take? $1.4 million.
American Lawyer, November /980

P erverse Discrimination
In the midst of yet another battle over levels of
Senate funding, the Legal Services Corporation
(LSC) faces fresh o sition from the National
•

n0 tIceS

Please note that the deadline for submitting applications for the February
1981 Michigan Bar has been extended to
December 15, 1980. Applications for
current and past U/ M Law School
students are available in the Records
Office, 300 Hutchins Hall.
There is a need for a weekly bulletin
which will list short notices and
deadlines. The sheet will appear each
Monday at 1:30 p.m. in front of Room
100 Hutchins HaJJ for students and by
the mailboxes on the third floor of Hutchins for staff members.

Defeat Legal Services Committee of the Conservative Caucus. The newly formed group is headed
by Howard Phillips, whose chief claim to fame is
that he dismantled the Office of Economic Opportunity under the Nixon administration. Phillips,
who has called the LSC "an elite corps of lawyers"
who provide " special assistance to transexuals,
sodomites, and others seeking to legitimize perverse 11ehavior" says he is laying the groundwork for
the program's total elimination under a Reagan
administration.
American Lawyer, November 1980

Professional cult de-programmer Ted P atrick i~
free on bond pending an appeal of a one year prisoft
term on charges of kidna pping and false imprisonment. A California jury returned a verdict against
Patrick for his role in masterminding the forced
abduction of a 25 year old Tucson, Ariz. waitress
whose family was convinced she had joined a cult.
Actually, the woman had converted to Roman
Catholicism.
- :'iational Law J ournal. October 27, 1980

Plumber R e-surfaces

A II in the Fam ily

Former White House plumber Egil " Bud" Krogh
has been reinstated as a member in good standing
of the State Bar of Washington, after having served
4lh months of a two-to-six year felony sentence. The
State Supreme Court had conditioned his readmission on passage of the bar exam again, so,
playing it safe, Krogh enrolled in
bar review
courses- one in the morning, and one at night- and
passed the bar.
-Nationa l Law J ournal. NovemhPr 3. /9RO

p.vo

Room at the Tov

According to the 1979 Annuaf Report of the Law
School Fund, only 30 of the law school's full-time
faculty of 48 have contributed . Terrance Sandalow,
A.B., J .D., is not listed among the contributors.
. -Law Quadrangle Notes. Summer, 1980

The format will be simple and direct.
The object of printing this bulletin is to
provide a timely forum for last minute
dates to remember each week.
AJJ notices should be:
1) legibly printed or typed;
2) submitted to Crispin Birnbaum 1n
303 Hutchins Hall by the previous
Friday at 4:00p.m . (I would very much
a ppreciate it if you could submit
notices earlier in the week if at all
possible>;
3) br ief.
The first publication will appear
November lOth with the deadline for
notices for that publication due on
Friday, November 7th at 4 p.m . at the
latest.
NOTE: Diane Varney in Dean
Eklund's office is the caretaker of the
CALENDAR OF EVENTS which is

P apal Cult?

A recent study by the Amencan Bar Foundation
shows that one out of every three law professors has
a law degree from one of only five schools. In rank
order, Ca nd to no one's particular surprise>. they
are: Harvard, Yale, Columbia , Michigan, and
Chicago. The study also found that 16.6% of the
profs had completed judicial clerkships, and 39%
had "served" on law reviews.
-National Law Journal. ovember 3, 1980

Quote of the Week
" Well, at least Mobil won't have to buy ads on the
Op-Ed page of the New York Ti mes
anymore" - second year law student and political
seer Mike Faulkner, early last Tuesday evening .

posted on the first floor bulletin board,
on the third floor and in Dean Eklund's
office. Notices should also be submitted
to go up on each month's calendar via
Diane.·
FOCUS ON GAY ISSUES AND LIFESTYLES (formerly called "Dorm
Raps") wilJ be held in the Law Club
Lounge on Thursday, Nov. 13, 7-10 p.m .
For more information, call 763-4186 or
763-4187.
Jewish law students a nd other interested persons are invited to attend
lunch-time sessions of the Torahreading of the week. Led by Rabbi
Elisha Prero, a third year student, the
weekly sessions will concentrate on
themes of relevance to modern day
living. Bring your lunch to the Cook
Room every Monday at 12:15 p.m.

OLLETT'S

All these willing to help cut down the
congestion in the Reading Room please
leave a note in the Student Senate Office.

Notices must be submitted by
Tuesday at noon to be included
in that Friday's issue. They
may be dropped off either in the
R.G. box next to the Senate offic e (opposite Room 220 Hutchins Hall), or at the R.G. office a bove the Lawyer's Club
ki tchen. Notices s hould be
ty ped, doubl e -spaced, a nd
should identify the s ponsoring
organization.
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MICHIGAN BOOK STORE

• Law Text books & Hornbooks
DISCOUNTED 5%
• Supplies
• Law Study Guides
Gilbert s
Nutshells
Case Note Legal Brie_fs
Sum & Subst ance
Smiths
Legal Lines
Emanuel
• For all your book needs- visit our
Professional Book Dept.
2nd Floor, 322 S. State

-

SIMSD'S
-

DOWNTOWN
114 E. WASHINGTON
PHONE 665-3231

@}~

Complete Menu
Italian Food Pizza
American & Seafood

Bimbo's is Ann Arbor's
Favorite For Great Fun
& Fine Dining

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT DIXIELAND SING-ALONG

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Welcome Public Interest groups
Dear Conference P articipa nts,
Welcome to the Public Interest Employment Conference. A lot of work
has gone into the conference, and your participation has m ade it a ll worthwhile. While public interest employment is not revolutionary, the idea of an
annual conference is. Those who have worked on the program this year are
committed to its continuation.
Whatever you might have heard about University of Michigan Law
School students, we are a friendly lot. We have a hospitality table in Room
212, Hutchins Hall, for informationand we will be on c:tll to a::c;ist you in any
way we can. If you need help you can reach us at 764-9015, or Jeff Olson at
996-4900.
Dear Fellos Students,
At long last, the Public Interest Recruitment Conference will take place
here tomorrow and Sunday. Students from as far away as Wisconsin and
employers from California to Massachusetts will be attending.
In the past, we have heard public interest employers describe their jobs.
Now we will have a chance to apply for them. The success of this conference,
however, is important for reasons beyond promoting public interest employment. The conference is a c<Jmmitment by the school to provide new
types of job opportunities.
It is important to us all that the conference succeeds. We hope that you
will help by extending a warm welcome to the visiting stud~nts and employers. Come and find out what is going on. We appreciate your
suggestions.
Doug EHmann
Lee Tilson
Preside::1t, Law School
Chairman, Senate
Placement Committee
Student Senate

Amnesty International
help Soviet captive

Res Gestae Photo by Poul Engstrom

upon his release. However, hfs applications for release have been repeatedly
denied, most recently in July.
_ __
This Wednesday the A.I. group will provide writing materials and simple
guidelines for students interested in helping seek the release of Sr. Pitura : 11-1
at the Lawyers Club cafterja line, 1-3 by room 100 in Hutchins Hall .
The A.l. group was gratified with the help it received from fellow law
students two weeks ago. They hope you will help make this effort even more
successful. For more information, contact Doug Ell mann.

Hy Cliff Douglas

On October 29, the law school Amnesty International group conducted a
letter-writing campaign to seek the release of a Soviet "prisoner of conscience." The event was so successful- students wrote nearly seventy letters-that
the A.I. group has planned another campaign for Wednesday, November 12,
this time for an Argentinian prisoner, Antonio Miguel Pitura Rozapanera.
Sr. Pitura was arrested in August 1975. Althat time he was a 24 year old
student of electrical engineering in Cordoba. In November 1974 the Argentinian
government declared a State of Siege in that country, and instituted laws curtailing political activity. Sr. Pitura was arrested under one of these laws.
Although he has completed his short sentence, Sr. Pitura remains imprisoned at the disposal of the Executive Power, a form of preventive detention.
Argentine law dicatates that a prisoner held under the Executive Power
may request the right of option <i.e. he is released if he agrees to permanent
exile from Argentina). Sr. Pitura has applied for this right.
If it is granted, he wiJI join his wife and daughter who now live in Switzerland. The Swiss government has already granted him a visa to take effect

gold
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. down garments . leather cleani~.
. wat erproofong • free monor repaors ·

332 maynard
at the tower plaza

R€GEN<YTPAVEL INC.
•

Serving the
University Community- University Delivery Service

STUDENTS

FACULTY

bond

668- 633 5

STEVE'S LUNCH
" The Omel et Shop"

STAFF

Individuals or Groups1Domestic or Internat ional
M AJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED

"we can arrange ;ob interview flight for you"
1313 SOUTH UNIVERSITY

HO TELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES

CALL
665-6122

"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service"

Convenient ~.~Ko.!lon : 601 E. William
(CORNER E. WILLIAM & MA Y~ARO)

ANN ARBOR

Hours MON-FRI 8-5
SAT 8 -7
SUN 9- 10
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Law School Sexism
By K atie Hayes

The University of Michigan Law School
Editor-Cub Schwartz
Editorial and
Marc Abrams Arts ......... . ... . Kathy Ryan
Opinion ........... Bob Li ng Business Mgr..... Kyle Lanham
News ... ... .. . . Richard Cauley Advertising . . .... Rob lssackson
Features ........... Matt Kiefer Photographer ... Paul Engstrom
Sports . .... .... George Schisler Copy .....•. •.. Jamie Bischoff

A Pat on the Back
- A T LONG LAST the long awaited and much
discussed Public Interest Employment Conference is a reality.
.
Today and tomorrow more than 80 law students from six mid-west law schools will have the
opportunity to discuss the prospects for public
interest law employment with firms from Connecticut to California. This is a great step forward in broadening the placement opportunities
for law students and we are pleased that
Michigan has taken the initiative.
This Conference didn't just majically happen- there were a lot of hard-working people
behind it who deserve recignition. The Conference was Dean Eklund's idea, and she is to be
congratulated for sticking with it through thick
and thin. There was a time early this semester
when we feared the Administration was content
to let this Conference die a slow death. But
E klund committed the Administration to the
idea, and with time the Conference grew to its
very successful level.
The Placement Office under the direction of
Nancy Krieger also deserves a pat on the back.
These people put in some long hours over the
past month to make the Conference successful-and they weren't just between 8-5 Monday through Friday. The Placement Office could
have rested on its laurels. Insteadi t took a chance-a chance that resulted in benefits not to the
office or to the law school but to students.
The most credit, however, is owed to the handful of students on the Senate Placement Committee who put in incredible amounts of time and
energy to see a good idea become a good thing.
Lee Tilson and his crew have gone beyond the
call of duty to insure that law stude11ts don't have
to spend the rest of their lives in large law firms
defending corporate giants.
Often the work was discouraging. Hundreds of
phone calls might result in one a dditional employer attending the Confer ence. Hours of
meetings with the Administration met with very
little encouragement. And often this effort came
from students who themselves have no interest
in a public interest job.
· But the bottom line is that they never gave up.
We are certain that without students pushing for
this Conference it would have become just
another dead idea.
The lessoh is clear to other student groups.
You can achieve something in this law school. It
won't occur without a lot of time, energy, effort
and frustration. But without your input, it won't
occur at all.

As a woman law student,
now well into my second year,
I feel qualified to make some
observations a bout the status
of women in this institution.
Although most of the external
signs of discrimina tion have
been eliminated, the fact that
men still constitute a substantial majority of the student
population and that there is
insignificant female representation in the faculty and administration means that any
seeming equality is only an
·
illusion.
Faculty, adm inistr ation ,
and students alike are ready
to acknowledge that women
are human beings, capable of
functioning in the law school,
and
that
overtly
discriminatory treatment of
femal e students is to be
avoided. Inside and outside of
the classroom most professors
make a real effort to avoid the
gender-linked language, offensive sex-ste r eotyped
jokes, and unequal treatment
of male and female students
which was universal only a
few
years ago.
Most
malestudents seem to be able
to accept women's status as
competitors and colleagues.
However, the lack of any
significant number of female
role
models
in
the
classrooms, the non-emphasis
on legal issues as they relate
to women in the ordinary

curriculum, and the nonexistence of programs to help
female students with special
problems they may have indicated that those in power
are not committed to affirmative action or interested in
real
equalization
of
educational and employment
opportunities for women.
The percentage of women
students at Michigan (about
29% ) is significantly lower
than that at most of the other
highly regarded law schools in
the United States. We are told
by the admissions department
that the percentage cf women
admitted is equivalent to the
percentage of women applying and that, the percentage of women who are accepted but choose not to attend is
greater than that of men. I
suggest that a primary reason
why women do not apply to
this school, and do not attend
even if accepted, is just this
lack of emphasis on the issues
that concern them and their
underrepresentation on the
faculty (2 women out ·1f 47
profs).
Non-represenation of
women in the law school has
negative effects beyond that of
discouraging potential students. Many students are denie<'
the opportunity to be taught by
female professors, and to
learn from the.n the unique
perspectives they may havt>

about the law. Those who have
a low opinion of women's
capabilities are reinforced in
that belief by their scarcity as
professors,
and
can
rationalize away the presence
of the few there are as exceptions or tokens. The detrimen-tal effect which is perqaps
most important is that fema le
students are not provided with
enough variead role models to
reinforce and legitimize their
desires to teach or practice
ltiw. It is not demonstrated to
us that these are acceptable
professions for women, or that
many women whom· we can
admire and emulate are
already a part of them.
I therefo re urge the
faculty and a jministration of
the Law School to reconsider
the policies which have led to
this non-emphasis on women's
needs, and to reach out in new
ways for qualified women to
teach and Jearn here. I further
ask for the support of those
members of the student body
who agree with my complaints. Cl might add that a similar
situation not long ago students
at Boalt Hall filed complaints
with the NEW and Labor
D ~partments. ) I recognize
that many if 11ot all of my
state.:nents regardint: law
~.chool policy apply equally to
other minority group;, and
that reforms are in order for
them as well.

A RESPONSE TO THE NLG ET. AL.

Don't let the CIA escape
Was there anything open
about the National Lawyers
Guild "Open Letter to the Law
School: Keep the CIA off campus! " <Res Gestae 10/JJ)?
Were the arguments against
allowing the CIA to recruit on
campus open and clear? Were
the identities of the authors
open so that we might considet
the source?
In my mind there was
nothing "open" about this letter. It reeked of the same
'shoot-and-hide' attitude that
the signers, whoever they
were, criticized the CIA of
taking for the past thirty
years. I always knew that activists of the 80's lacked the
conviction
of
their
predecessors , but I never
believed that they lacked the
courage. It takes no guts to
scream about atr ocities from
behind
the
c loak
of
anonymity.
Why not stand up and be
counted? Is it because you
fear CIA harassment? Or is it
oecause the corporate interviewer you are seeing at 10:20
might disagree?
The CIA surfaces for air so
rarely that it is remarkable to
me that we should shove it
back under water instead of
dra~ging it on to the be2ch.

And what of the demand
that the CIA not be allowed to
interview on campus? As I
understand the argument,
because it has committed
atrocities around the globe we
ought not let it interview on
campus. And to be consistent,
we ought not let in interview
on any campus. Instead the
CIA should conduct clandestine interviews (like it did
in the 60s and early 70s> so
that it is entirely removed
from public scrutiny.
Moreover, it appears certain that by denying the CIA
access to openly recruit
students who understand the
immorality of their activities
both at home and abroad, we
encourage them to tap into the
same type of people who made

these
act ivities
possible-those who condone
assassination, intervention
and repression in the interest
of the United States.
Essentially, its an ostrich
attitude: lets stick our heads
in the sand and the problem
will go away. But it won't. U
you are truly outraged at the
CIA, you might consider confronting them face-to-face
with the arguments and the
allegations and the passionate
language-perhaps in a half
hour interview in room 200. It
is a rare opportunity you
shouldn't pass up.
But then it is very hard to
remain anonymous.
-Cub Schwar tz

The Res Gestae welcomes comment from
our r eader s. To be printed, letters must
be signed -and should be limited to 200
words. We r eser ve the right to edit letters
for length, but we will not print edited letters without the author's permission. Letters may be dropped off in the R.G. box
next to the Senate office (opposite Room
· 220 Hutchins Hall), or at the R.G. office
above the Lawyer's Club kitchen.
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MILLARD FILMORE'S
GHOST:
by Marc Abrams

In the 1920's, hard as it may be for
you French Fry freaks to believe, catsup was not commercially available. ln
fact, the only place you could get it was
in restaurants, where the men of the
nation proceeded to joyously pour it
over everything.
AS a reswt, tne women-at tnat ume
s till the homemakers-rose up in
protest by refusing to buy the red goop,
thus deterring its successful marketing
for many years.

But one purveyor of pureed and
sweetened tomatoes, Heintz by name,
was determined that the slop would sell
as well as or better than his 57 varieties
of pickles. A massive advertising campaign was undertaken.
The ad consisted of a man seated at a
table in any Diner , a nytown, U.S.A.,
casually scanning a menu, with an -attractice waitress looking on, ready to
mark down his preferences. Of course,
there was a prominently displayed bottle of catsup on the table. Heintz's , of
course. The caption asked, " What does
she know about your husband that you
don't? "
The copy below then went on to tell
you that what she knew that you didn't
was that he liked catsup, and that now,
hallelujah, it was available for the
home.

Reagan and Catsup

Well, this ad ran without complaint,
despite its innuendo, in magazines all
across the country, from Reader's
Digest to Time. But when the campaign
was expanded to Canada, the highly
respected Ma cLean 's
magazine
refused to print it. According to the
editors, it was too smutty for Canadian
delicate sensitivities.
After some huddling and negotiation
and haggling, it was agreed that
MacLean's could rewrite the caption to
suit their taste, but the photo and the
remainder of the copy would rema in
unchanged.
And so it was, in late 1923, that Heintz
fi nally brought fo r th cats up on the
Cana d ia n ma rket with a n adver tisement that asked:
What is he getting down that he can't
get at home?
God's honest truth, folks .
Because people have this amazing
tendency to get themselves out of frying
pans and into fires, the good ol' U.S. of
A. has, by the time you rea d this, either
subjected itself to four more years of
J immy Carter, or at least a few months
of a Reagan interregnum between Carter and a Bush Presidency.
So, for your consideration, here is the
Reagan cabinet you will either have in
two months, or might have bad :

Secretary of the Interior: Bonzo. Who
else would have such good ideas about
how to run the nation 's park systems?
Secretary of State: Now that Richard
Allen is clearly out of the running,
pressure will be stronger upon Reagan
than ever to create a government of
unity by giving this post to Democratbut-Hawk Henry 'Scoop' Jackson. That
way our foreign affairs policy will be in
the hands of two of the laziest, sleepiest,
oldest and dullest people ever to serve
in public office. A Reagan/ Jackson
State Department would keep America
strong where we already have strength,
like in Russia and China, and bolster
up our sagging deturrent where it's
needed to impress those who may cause
us trouble, like France and Greece.
Since Reaga n obviously knows
so much about trees, to judge from his
campaign comments, he will serve as
his own Secretary of Agriculture.
Orrin Hatch will agree to step down
from the Senate, saying that 'God has
ordained ' that he be Secretary of
Defense. Reagan will put him on guard
duty at the Panama Canal, with orders
to shoot any Panama nian who comes
close. Ha tch's department will a lso
study plans Ior a defense perimeter
around the Northeast, to prevent the
subversives of that area from undermining the strength of the r eal
America.

Nancy Reagan will serve as H.U.D.
Secretary. It will be her duty to protect
the White House from urban development, and to make sure no one interrupts the President's na ps. Don' t
look for much more from this department during Reagan 's tenure.
There will be no Secretary ot .t.:ner gy,
since Reagan doesn't have any.
Education and Health and Human
Services will be abolished. Reaga n
doesn't believe in these. However, lhe
Tooth Fairy, who Reagan does beljeve
in, will be brought in to serve as both
Secretary of the Treasury and Chair manor the Fed. CChairs pr ite of t he
Fed?) The Tooth Fairy's job will be to
create a ba lanced budget with lower
taxation, increased defense spending,
elimination of the deficit of trade, .and
abolition of inflation It is said tha t Ms.
Fairy is very adept with mirrors.
The President of J .P. Stevens will r un
Labor.
If all this doesn't sound JUSt peachy to
you, as it does to George Bush, try
Canada. At least there, there's only
ethnic warfa re, social disruption, and
the usual crap most nations struggle
through

Oh yes, a nd they know downtown
what you can't get at home.
Catsup.

A Pittko-Democrat Looks Ahead
By Marc Abra ms
Present at the CreatiOn .
Well, it's not exactly what Dean
Acheson meant, but it was how I felt as
the early returns rolled in, state after
state voting for a Brave New World.
Let me make myself perfectly clear.
I don't mean to imply in the slightest
that the election of Ronald Reagan will
bring about the kind of nigh tmare,
automated world that Aldous Huxley
predicted, at least not by itself. But we
are not simply facing a Reagan administration and a ll that that implies.
Rather, we are facing a massive mandate given our elected officials to
return to the politics of the fifties , of
reaction and of aggression.
By 7:30 it was apparent that there
was more involved that a r eplacement
of Jimmy Carter . Had that been the
only result of the 1980 election, many
liberals and moderates could have
grinned and ruefully allowed as how the
job market for the next four years simply wouldn't include the federal government. But Reagan getting the Seven
Santini Brothers' van loaded up for his
move to Pennsylvania Ave. was far
from all that happened.

The first thing that people knew for
sure, before a single electoral vote was
settled (even by NBC, which has had a
perennial tendency to jump the gun ),
was that Birch Bayh had been unseated. This was rapidly followed by
the news that a fellow Hoosier, House
Majority Whip John Brademas, would
also be sent packing by the voters. Indiana then completed the sweep by
keeping their state house in the hands of
the G.O.P .
The South didn't do much more than ·
it has always done. Here, the trend was
to re-elect (and re-elect and re-elect>
the same shop-worn and tired batch of
conservative, narrow-tie, Kentucky
Fried gentlemen that have always gone
to Congress from the Confederacey. In
this part of the nation, it made little difference whether or not candidates were
riding in on Reagan coattails;
Democrats and Republicans are almost
indistinguishable.
By 9:00, it was clear that the election
was going to produce for Reagan an intensely more conservatjve Congress
than the one it would replace. In 1976,
and again in '78 the voters slowly whittled away at the vast liberalDemocratic majorities created by the
Watergate landslide. In 1980 they gut-

ted the remnants. Looking a t th ~
Senate, the right wing of the G.O.P .
(not merely the Republicans as a
group) had scored victories in Indiana,
Alabama , and South Dakota (where
liberal symbol George McGovern failed
to get re-elected ), reducing the
Democratic Senate contingent to 56
before many of the other results from
the midwest and west had even begun
to be tallied.
The last time the Republicans controlled the Senate , we got Taft-Hartley.
Think about it.
I am not suggesting that the current
debacle will produce another TaftHarlley. No, I wouldn't want to be that
alarmist. I think another Taft-Hartley
is out of the question. The de-balling of
the E.P.A., the F.C.C., the Departments of Energy, Education, and Health
and Human Services, the passage of
massive defense budgets, the ascention
of the Fundamentalists, and a torrent of
reactionary legislation, maybe. But
Taft-Hartley? Never. There$ only one
Taft-Hartley.
I do not think that, in the abstract,
this is an unlikely scenario. Many journalists and politicians have predicted

that at least th~ first few months of a
Reagan Pres idency will be the rightwing parallel of Franklin Roosevelt's
'Firs t 100 days.' What kind of
legislation do you think will come out of
a Reagan first 100 days? And then, will
t hi ngs settle down? Perhaps . But
perhaps we will also find that with an
intensely conservative President, and a
working conservative majority in the
Congress, we will be in for four years of
social and economic dislocation as
programs across the s pectrum of
governmental
involvement are
changed or scuttled. Even given that
these programs may work, the constant
shifting back and forth from one
philosophy of government to another is
likely to encourage the continuation of
the ills that plague our economy. In the
lifetime of the a verage law student, we
have had seven Presidents, each with
their own views . The economy needs
stability, and this is not what it is fated
to recrive in the next year or two.
Beyond these governmental a nd
economis concerns are ones that I hope
are pure paranoia . As aJew, I fear a
President who campaigned with Moral
Majority at his right hand. Need I say
more? Hopefully, these fears will prove
unfounded. I wish America and its new
President well. But does anyone know
how I can get a legal job in Canada ?

Freak Show Favorite
By Anita WaiJgren

The human capacity for inhumanity
is starkly portrayed in the fililt , " The
Elephant Man," based on the true story
of John Merric.k. Severely deformed at
birth, Merric.k is exhibited by his brutal
"owner " in freak shows throughout the
late 19th century industr ail England.
His deformity was supposedly caused
when his mother was trampled by an
elephant during her pregnancy while
living in Africa, and thus the name,
Elephant Man.
Into this scene of victimization a
young London doctor, Frederick
Treves, appears a nd bargains with
Merrick's "owner" for the opportunity
to examine Merrick as an anatomical
phenomenon. Treves wants Merrick to
stay in his ·hospital though it is clear
there is no hope of cure; at the tension
mounts between Merrick's freak show
exhibitor and Treves for custody of
·Merrick, the film not so subtly suggests

that Treves has victimized Merrick just
as much for his own personal aggrandizement. He may have merely subjected Merrick to a more sophisticated
audience.
When MerricT Turns out to be
educated, sensitive, and personable, a
letter in the Times by the Governor of
the hospital describing him catches the
eye of a leading lady of the theater,
played by Anne Bancroft. It is not clear
from the script or from Bancroft's portrayal exactly what the actress' interest is, but she visits him at the
hospital and genuinely befriends him.
Soon all of London society have made
Merrick their favorite-although much
of it is false affection.
Merrick's personal triumph occurs
when he attends a performance by Mrs.
Kendall (Bancroft), appearing in white
tie and tails and receives· a standing
ovation upon being introduced by the
actress. Merrick achieves the essence
of human dignity for his time and place
in profound contrast to an ear Her scene

in which he screams in terror and anger
to a threatening crowd, " I am not an
animal! I am a human being !"

welL <But one series of shots shwoing
dark, heavy smoke billowing out of
smokestacks goes on and on until you
really must laugh. ) We get the feeling
of what it was like to be "commonfolk, "
the patrons, the voyeurs, of the freak
show which opens the film. The film effectively creates the harsh environ·
ment from which all classes of men and
women seek relief in crude entertainments.

While the film is a little heavy-handed
in places, that fault seems obvious only
in a few long, surrealistic and totally
uncalled for scenes. There is a great
deal of tension over whether the freak
show exhibitor will return to seize
Merrick. Another threatening character turns up throughout the film and his
sinister presence creates unnecessary
suspense. We would rather have seen
further development of the Bancroft
character or what became of Dr.
Treves' professional relationship with
Merrick: did Treves appear before
other anatomical societies with
Merrick? what, if anything, did science
gain from its observation of him ?
Director David Lynch strives to
make a statement on the S<X:ial conditions in London during the industrial
revolution. To that end , the severe
black and white cinematography works

Anthony Hopkins is comfortable as
Dr. Treves, though the part does not
allow a full development of his character. John Hurt is John Merrick and
creates a likable, sympathetic and
strong Elephant Man. John Gielgud, as
the Governor of the hospital, brings
vitality to every scene he plays and in·
vigorates the entire film. It's neither a
morality play nor a curiousity
shop-"The Elephant Man" will involve
you,
thoughtfully
and
emotionally.

Music Series Sparkles
The International Presentations 'of
the University Musical Society-a
combirltion of the Choral Union Series,
the Choice Series, the Chamber Arts
Series and the Debut and Encore
Series-flourishes durrng the next
several weeks with a flurry of noteworthy performances.
Beginning next week with the prformance of Guitarist Julian Bream, an
Englishman with a flair for Baroque
and Romantiac period transcriptions,

the series hosts notable soloists. Later
in the week Murray Perahia, a young
pianist who has performed extensively
in recital and as, a guest with major orchestras and . chamber groups
throughout the world, carries on the
solo tradition. .._
The high pitch of the week's performance continues with the Feld Ballet
the choreography and classicism of
magician Eliot Feld, on their third visit
to Ann Arbor. After their three day stay
the Kalichstein Laredo Robinson Trio
arrive- pianist Joseph Kalichstein ,
violinist Jamie Laredo' and cellist
Sharon Robinson.
The orginal folk traditions unique to
Trinidad are brought to Ann Arbor by
the Carnival of Trinidad on November
~1 , a combination of calypso singing,
ltmbo dancing and exotic steelband
music. Finally, closing out the parade
of talent, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, under the director of Carlo
Maria Giulini, arrives for a one night
performance. The Philharmonic, fast
becoming a world class orchestra, will
perform Schuman's "Manfred" Overture, William Schumann's Symphony
No. 3 and the Brahms Symphony No. 2.

"Cooly urbane virtuosity. "
Chicago Tribun e

The New
Swingle Singers
- Friday, Dec.12
Power Center
at8=00
.

First Norman ·conquest
each stand alone. Ayckbourn's complicated plotting reveals in one play
events that occur off stage and
simultaneously in another play.
Ayckbourn, wno also wrote "Absurd
Person Singular," is one of a group of
contemporary British playwrights including David Storey and Tom Stoppard to come out of the 1960's. London
critics have called Ayckbourn "the
most remarkable British dramatist to
have emerged since Harold Pinter,"
and have given him acclaim for his
comic brilliance, intricate plotting a nd
facility with characterization.
Ayckbourn also does unique things
with stage time-manipulating it to
create a type of selective realism. With
" Table Manners," he creates a game or
a puzzle where the pieces (in this case,
the characters) don't quite fit togetrer.
As the play unfolds, "Table Manners"
becomes an interesting combination of
amusing comedy and thoughtful
character interaction.
Tickets for all performances of
" Table Manners" are available at the
Professional Theatre Program ticket
office in the Michigan League, 10 a.m.-1
p.m. and 2-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Tickets will also be available at
the door on the day of each performan"Table Manners" is actually part of a ce (Nov. 5·8, 8 p.m.).
trilogy entitled " The Norman
Conquests." The three plays, which can
be performed in any order, can also

It has been over ten years since the
advent of the • me" decade, since the ifit-feels-gbod-then-do-it outlook took
hold of society-and we haven't been
the same since. But. as the saying goes,
old traditions die ha.-d.
These two maxims are the catalysts
for the comedy of Alan Ayckbourn's
"Table Manners," wh:ch will be shown
in Trueblood Theatre in the Frieze
Building at the University of Michigan
Nov. 5 through 8 at 8 p.m . "Table Manners" is the first show of the U-M
Department of Theatre and Drama 's
Showcase series.
The play is a mature comedy that affectionately examines the plight of six
members vf a staunchly traditional
British micdleclass family struggling
to incorporate the "60's ideal" into their
lifestyles. Ayckbourn pokes fun at the
British, illustrating that they put themselves into unfortu_n ate relationships
and absurd circwnstances because of
their distor.ed values and emphasis on
mea ningless customs. The characters
feel that just as there is a traditional
way of setting a table and eating a meal
that must be followed at all costs, there
is a traditional way of living one's life
that must never vary.

•

.

Tickets: $9, $8, $'L $5
Tickets at Burton Tower, Ann Arbor, Ml48109
Weekdays 9·4:30. SaL 9·12 (313) 665·3717
Tickets also available at Power Center
l~ hours before performance lime.
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Top Jock Position Open
even be preferred. As things stand now
the Sports page is the only throw back
to the older days when the R.G. was a
tawdy rag not fit for human consumption.
Applications for the position of Sports
Editor of the R.G. are now being taken
for next term . Either leave a note in the
R.G. box outside the Law School
Student Senate room on the second floor
of Hutchins, or call George Schisler at

A rumor has been going around the
R.G . that the sports editor may be
departing for greener pastures (Jimmy
the Greek has been very impressed by
his odd-making expertise). This could
leave the R.G. in quite a bind unless
someone volunteers to step in and fill
this highly respected position. All candidates will be considered. Responsibility is a must or Cub will take a whip
to you, but journalistic experience is
definitely not necessary and may not

994-8425.

Swanson Shows Colors
Those battling Law Dogs won the first
round of playoffs in the intramural
football competition by the score of 6-2.
Ling connected with high flying Brian
McCann for the tally and the Dog
defense was as awesome as always.
Ross Crown and John McDermott each
had two sacks for the Dog rush which
kept the struggling Med school quarterback scrambling all night.
And now a word about Tim Swanson.
He has been much maligned in the past
weeks for his inattendnace and general
poor play. Tim is commonly thought of
as the team 's token "headache" constantly demonstrating a marked attitude problem when it comes to the
game of football . Swanson dropped two
easy interceptions in Sunday's battle
which would have put the nails in the

coffin of the Abra Cadavers, but his
sloppy play resulted in a close game
which turned a blow out into a real nail
biter . Thanks Tim !
Bob Isackson a lso gets commendation for his brilliant strategy move.
With the game on the line in the last two
minutes and the Dogs trapped deep in
their own territory, Rob snapped the
ball high over Ling's head for a safety.
The poor Med students were so thrown
off by this clever turn of events that
they could not accomplish a thing on
their ensuing drive toward what would
have been the winning touchdown.
Coach Ross Crown complimented
Isackson for his good judgment but added that next time Rob should check
with someone else before carrying out
his master plan .

Sports Results
RACQUETBALL:
Law Gold
1 DSD " B"
Law's Not
3qqDSD "C"
Trash
2 DSD "G"
Law Gold
3 DSD "F"

The Law Gold cross-country team
represented by Kevin LaCroix, Phil
Dutt and Rob Isackson traversed over
hill and dale to a sixth place finish in the
Graduate division meet. LaCroix paced
the 24 karat harriers through the
challenging 2.5 mile course with a time
of 14:58, Dutt followed with a 16 :55 and
Isackson coasted in with a windassisted 19:46.

Thunder
Chickens
Natty Dread

ways as did Meller, Strehlow, Ludwig,
Tate a nd Richardson.
Lieberman was a lmost at full speed
after recovering from his broken ankle,
but Plotkin and Rose were both sorely
missed and are probable starters for
the first playoff game. Randall and
Uitvlugt were unavailable for the DSD
conteSt but both will be back for the
playoffs.
The latest Dread casualty is team
captain Boyle who sustained a broken
wrist in the second game of the season,
and who could be out for the rest of the
year.
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Sports Pol/

The college football season is closing down now, and your chances of
winning a frosty pitcher from RICK'S AMERICAN CAFE on Chuch St. are
becoming more limited. Last week's winner was John Golhorn with a score
of 18-6. Get those entries in now.
LSU (10' 2 >at Alabama
Arkansas at Baylor ( 4 12 )
North Carolina at Clemson (3' 2 )
Wake I<'orest at Duke l 6 '-2>
William & Mary at Hllrvard ( 8 12 )
Hol!ston ( 3 12 ) at Texas
Idaho St. (4 1.z) at Idaho
Wesleyan at Trinity ( 11 ' 2 )
Ohio St. at Illinois ( 231 2 )

lnd::.na at Minnesota l 6 12l
Iowa (9'-z) at Purdue
Iowa St. <12•2) at Missouri
Kansas St. ( 30 '~) at Nebraska
Michigan at Wisconsin <812l
Northwestern I 10 12) at Michigan St.
Navy <l'z ) at Syracuse
Rice <3•2) atSMU
USC at Stanford ( 12 12>
Western Michigan at Miami, 0. <31 2)

Name ______________________________________________
Address
-~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:·:::~:::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Bottom Quarter
12

16 Keg Club
0 Thunder

Chickens
Law Dogs

The Dread dropped its final game of
the regular season, 14~, to DSD "C"
last week. Missing a number of players
due to injuries, the Dread was fortunate
they had already qualified .for the " A"
playoffs by winning their first two
games. Tom Richardson returned to
turn in a fine performance at offensive
line and even played defensive line
through much of the game.
Ludwig to Tate proved a form idable
combination again this year with the
lone Dread touchdown coming on one of
their pass combinations. Jourdain anchored the line and Potter played both

Tie Breaker
Who's the tallest player in the upcoming NCAA basketball season? Where
does he play?

FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS :
Trash
6 MedSchool
0
Plagues
0
12 Expatriates
MBA Blue
0
0 Blast
DSD "C"
(won on first downs)

2

0
1
0

Dread Drops Fina le

6

6 Abra Cadavers 2

£'*':

Action SportsWear
" Swimwea r, bodywear and footwear"·

" FACTORY CLOSEOUTS"

• SERVING GERMAN
& AMERICAN
SPECIALITIES
FOR 50 YEARS

406 E. Libert y

663-677 1

(2 blocks off State)

., Grent Plnces ~
Trov• l Consultants

BEER· WINE· COCKTAILS

208 E. Wa shington

66B'-K9f7
e GOOO FOOD & GOOD SERVICE

•

at •easonable p"ces

LUNCH

0<

DINNER e OVER 25 ENTREES
INCLUDING .

Fro m $ 118

GERMAN BR A TWURST . KNACKWURST
ME TTWURST , SAUE R BRA TEN & MEAT PATTIES - STE AKS, CHOPS, GERMAN STYlE POTATOES.
SPATZLE , SAUfRKRAUT AND MUCH MORE
tn Downtown Ann Arbet fU't • round ehe corne r h om
the Ann Arbor tnn - Cety Park•"t Car• dote by

'" ''" 100 blod< of E Wotll•,..,on

203 f .WGshington
Ann Arbor

THANKSGIVING BREAK FliG HTS
TO NEW YORK

HOURS
TUESDAY - SA TURDAY 11 ·00

0 m

SUNDAY 11 lO o.m '''II 00 p.m

'''

10 00 p

-

m

•

Clmc!

(Al so Ph ila.delphia)
•Y

W E CAN HELP YOU W ITH YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR INTERV IEWS. N O SERVICE CHARGE. WE HONOR MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS .

PHONE 769-1776
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Senate
from page 1
When, the student retreats the result
is the same as in the first situation.
More direct harassment in the form
of a r equested grade-§.ex trade-off is not
as common but also takes place.
Th e consequences of a refusal to
grant sexual favors can make a female
student miserable, especially if she
does nothing to rectify the problem. She
may receive a low grade or a poor
recommendation. She may also be affected more broadly, for instance, when
she finds that her access to researach
and further educational opportunities
have been restricted because the offending professor is " big in the department" and she is afraid to approach
him again.
As Professor French pointed out,
however, the student needn't resign
herself to her plight. She can act.
" The student tends to feel quite
isolated and thinks she's the only one,"
French said . Consequently she
hesitates to broach the subject with
fellow students or authorities. However
she is not alone . French suggested
several courses of action:
The student can talk to the depar-·
tmental secretaries. In most cases they
have been around for sometime and

tend to know about professors'
behavior, normal and otherwise. They
have occa sionally been subjected to
'illicit advances themselves.
The undergraduate student may approach gr aduate students in the department; they, too, tend to know about
things that professors have tried to do
behind closed doors.
The most direct course of action is for
the student to ask the university to pursue an active investigation. In light of
this alternative, it is worth noting the
memorandum which University of
Michigan President Harold· Shapiro
sent to all University deans, directors
and department heads last September ·
15.
It is entitled " Policy Statement on
Sexual Harassment," and states the official view of the· University " that no
member of the University community
may sexually harass another. Any employee or student · will be subject to
disciplinary action for violation of this
policy."
In the event of a violation, the
memorandum explains , the student
should notify the Affirmatiave ActionCoordiantor in her school or college or
the Ombudsperson in the Office of the
Vice President for Student Services.
She may also, at any time, call the Affirmative action Office for counseling
-and advice.
Students do not have to accept sexual
harassment. As President Shapiro's
policy statement sets forth, students
can act to squelch it when it arises.
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AST SPRING, three ambitious law students decided to resurrect The
Codicil by publishing a yearbook for the law school. Based on the
strong student response, the Law School Senate has allocated funds toward
the publication of another yearbook for this year. The book will include individual photographys of all first, second, third year and graduate students,
faculty members, and law school orga nizations. along with candid shots of
law school activities.
As editors of this year's book, we hope to get an early start so as to inelude as many of the school year's events as possible and to have the books
distributed before the end of the school year. In order to do so, we need your
help. The size of the yearbook and the cost of publication are in ·part determined by the amount of student interest. Accordingly, before committing
the Student Senate to a publishing contract, we need an indication of the
amount of student interest. Please fill out the following brief questionaire to
let us know the extent of your interest in having a law school yearbook
published this year. The questionaire is neither an order nor a committment
to purchase.
We have received a number of inquiries from students who did not
receive their ·copies of the yearbook over the summer. We are for warding
such inquiries to both the publishing company and last year's editors. If you
ordered but did not recieve a yearbook last year, please leave your name,
a_ddress, and phone number in the yearbook mailbox outside of the Senate of-

~Thanks for your help !
AmyWachs
:\'lark Lezotte

· l.

Did you order a yearbook last year?
Yes _ _ No__
2. Would you be interested in ordering one this year?
~s_No_

Ist_
2nd_3rd_
grad_
faculty_
Please deposit this form in the box
on the table near Room 100. Thank you. .

- - -·--Open for Lunch
Dinners untll 1:00 A.M.

INN

~d S~
i $2.65
. t....
0

~,e• FORtf/q~
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SANDWICHES

•

PIZZA

-

BAR/BRI
EARLY ENROLLMENT
DISCOUNT
Save $100 when you register early for
BAR/ BRI's New York, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, or Pennsylvania bar review.
You get your materials-NOW. Your "early
bird'' lectures-NOW. And the nation's
largest bar review course and you save $100
off t he current price.

REMEMBER:
T he last day to
save $100 off the
current course price
Contact Deryck Palme
764-4237
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EMINIST Legal Services'is concentrating again this year on legal aid
for domestic violence victims. The program relies primarily on law
student volunteers~ and is supervised by attorneys Molly Reno, Barbara
Kessler, and Stanley Pollack.
Since January of 1980 we have served nearly 50 clients, married and
unmarried women, who have experienced violence from male partners and
need legal protection. We have been able to provide clients with emergency
divor ces, restraining orders against further abuse, and temporary and per. manent custody orders. Our referral agencies are primarily the Assault
Cr isis Center and Safehouse, the local shelter for battered women .
We are grateful for the support that U. of M. Jaw students have provided
to our program, and encourage others who are interested in gaining practical experience in this area to contact our office. During winter semester we
hope to begin branching out into new areas related to women's issues, and
are receptive to ideas for expansion. If you have suggestions or would like
further information, call Katie Hayes, 763-9920 or 996-8053.

Finest Pasta Dishes

Cottage
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Ethics
Conference
Law students are encouraged to
attend the semi-annual " Conference on
Ethics, Humanism, and Medicine" on
Saturday, November 8.
Those who attend the conference
have the opportunity to participate in
lively group discussions on any two of
the four topics discussed. This fall 's
topics are: treatment of children
without parental consent (the Chad
Green case); affirmative action in
medical school admissions; drug
testing in prisons; and the decision to
resuscitate . . . slowly (the "slow
code") .
Participants
have
diverse
backgrounds and points of view and include undergrads, philosophers, health
science students, health care
professionals, and theologians. Past attendance by lawyers and Jaw students
has
disappointed
conference
organizers, and they are specifically ~
teres ted in having more law students
attend this year.
Lively discussion makes the three
hours spent on each topic pass quickly,
and Jaw students may appreciate
seeing new faces and hearing diffrent
approaches to difficult law-related
problems.
The conference last from 9:00a.m. to
4:00 p.m. The registration fee for
students is $3, which includes lunch.
Posters and registration forms will be
put up on bulletin boards in the law
school soon.

